
The Just War Tradition in the
Present Crisis
Is  it  ever  right  to  go  to  war?  Dr.  Lawrence  Terlizzese
provides understanding of just war tradition from a biblical
perspective.

Searching for Answers
Recent events have prompted Christians to ask moral questions
concerning the legitimacy of war. How far should we go in
punishing evil? Can torture ever be justified? On what basis
are these actions premised? These problems remain especially
acute for those who claim the Christian faith. Fortunately, we
are not the first generation to face these questions. The use
of  force  and  violence  has  always  troubled  the  Christian
conscience.  Jesus  Christ  gave  his  life  freely  without
resisting.  But  does  Christ’s  nonviolent  approach  deny
government the prerogative to maintain order and establish
peace through some measure of force? All government action
operates on the premise of force. To deny all force, to be a
dedicated pacifist, leads no less to a condition of anarchy
than  if  one  were  a  religious  fascist.  Extremes  have  the
tendency  to  meet.  In  the  past,  Christians  attempted  to
negotiate  through  the  extremes  and  seek  a  limited  and
prescribed use of force in what has been called the Just War
Tradition.

 The Just War Tradition finds its source in several
streams of Western thought: biblical teaching, law, theology,
philosophy,  military  strategy,  and  common  sense.  Just  War
thinking  integrates  this  wide  variety  of  thought  through
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providing Christians with a general orientation on the issues
of war and peace. This tradition transcends denominational
barriers and attempts to supply workable answers and solutions
to very difficult moral problems. Just War has its origins in
Greco-Roman thinking as well as Christian theology: Augustine,
Aquinas,  and  Calvin  have  all  contributed  to  its
development.{1}

Just War thinking does not provide sure-fire ways of fighting
guilt-free wars, or offer blanket acceptance of government
action. It often condemns acts of war as well as condones.
Just  War  presents  critical  criteria  malleable  enough  to
address a wide assortment of circumstances. It does not give
easy answers to difficult questions; instead, it provides a
broad moral consensus concerning problems of justifying and
controlling war. It presents a living tradition that furnishes
a  stock  of  wisdom  consisting  of  doctrines,  theories,  and
philosophies.  Mechanical  application  in  following  Just  War
teachings cannot replace critical thinking, genius, and moral
circumspection  in  ever  changing  circumstances.  Just  War
attempts to approximate justice in the temporal realm in order
to achieve a temporal but lasting peace. It does not make
pretensions in claiming infinite or absolute justice, which
remain ephemeral and unattainable goals. Only God provides
infinite justice and judgment in eternity through his own
means. “‘Vengeance is Mine, I will repay,’ says the Lord”
(Deut. 32:35; Heb. 10:30).

The Clash of Civilizations
To apply Just War criteria we must first have a reasonable
assessment  of  current  circumstances.  The  Cold  War  era
witnessed  a  bipolar  world  consisting  of  two  colossal
opponents. The end of the Cold War has brought the demise of
strict ideological battles and has propelled the advent of
cultural divisions in a multi-polar world. Present and future
conflicts  exist  across  cultural  lines.  The  “Clash  of



Civilizations” paradigm replaces the old model of East vs.
West.{2}  People  are  more  inclined  to  identify  with  their
religious and ethnic heritage than the old ideology. The West
has emerged as the global leader, leaving the rest of the
world to struggle either to free itself from the West or to
catch it economically and technologically. The triumph of the
West—or  modernized,  secular,  and  materialist  society—has
created a backlash in Islamic Fundamentalism.

Fundamentalism does not represent ancient living traditions
but a modern recreation of ancient beliefs with a particular
emphasis  on  political  conquest.  Fundamentalists  do  not
hesitate to enter into battle or holy war (jihad) with the
enemies of God at a political and military level. The tragic
events of 9/11 and the continual struggle against terrorism
traces  back  to  the  hostility  Islamic  fundamentalists  feel
towards the triumph of the West. They perceive Western global
hegemony [ed. note: leadership or predominant influence] as a
threat  and  challenge  to  their  religious  beliefs  and
traditions, as most Christian fundamentalists and evangelicals
feel threatened by the invincible advance of modern secular
society. The error of fundamentalism lies in thinking it can
recreate the past and enforce those beliefs and conditions on
the  modern  world.  Coercion  remains  at  the  heart  of
fundamentalist  practice,  constituting  a  threat  potentially
worse than modern secular society.

This cultural divide causes Christians to reconsider the basis
of warfare premised on the responsibilities of the state to
defend civil society against the encroachments of religious
extremism that fights in the name of God and for a holy cause
or crusade.

This may sound strange at first to theological ears, but an
absolute principle of Just War states that Christians never
fight for “God and Country,” but only for “Country.” There is
only a secular and civil but necessary task to be accomplished
in war, never a higher mandate to inaugurate God’s kingdom. In



this sense Just War thinking attempts to secularize war by
which it hopes to limit its horrendous effects.

Holy War or Just War
An essential distinction divides Just War from holy war. Just
War does not claim to fight in the name of God or even for
eternal causes. It strictly concerns temporal and political
reasons. Roland Bainton sums up this position: “War is more
humane when God is left out of it.”{3} This does not embrace
atheism  but  a  Christian  recognition  concerning  the  value,
place, and responsibilities of government. The state is not
God or absolute, but plays a vital role in maintaining order
and peace (Matt. 22:21). The Epistles repeat this sentiment
(Rom.13; 1 Peter 2: 13-17; 1 Tim.2; Titus 3:1). Government
does  not  act  as  the  organ  or  defender  through  which  God
establishes his kingdom (John 18: 36).

Government does not have the authority to enforce God’s will
on  unwilling  subjects  except  within  a  prescribed  and
restricted civil realm that maintains the minimum civil order
for the purpose of peace. Government protects the good and
punishes  the  evil.  Government  serves  strictly  temporal
purposes “in order that we may lead a tranquil and quite life
in all godliness and dignity” (2 Tim. 2:2). God establishes
civil authorities for humanity’s sake, not his own. Therefore,
holy war that claims to fight in the name of God and for
eternal  truths  constitutes  demonic  corruption  of  divinely
sanctioned civil authority.

The following distinctions separate holy war and Just War
beliefs. Holy war fights for divine causes in Crusades and
Jihads  to  punish  infidels  and  heretics  and  promote  a
particular faith; Just War fights for political causes to
defend  liberty  and  religious  freedom.  Holy  war  fights  by
divine command issuing from clerics and religious leaders;
Just War fights through moral sanction. Holy war employs a



heavenly  mandate,  Just  War  a  state  mandate.  Holy  war  is
unlimited  or  total;  anything  goes,  and  the  enemy  must  be
eradicated in genocide or brought to submission. The Holy War
slogan is “kill ’em all and let God sort them out!” Holy war
accepts one group’s claim to absolute justice and goodness,
which causes them to regard the other as absolutely evil. Just
War  practices  limited  war;  it  seeks  to  achieve  limited
temporal  objectives  and  uses  only  necessary  force  to
accomplish its task. Just War rejects genocide as a legitimate
goal. Holy war fights out of unconditional obedience to faith.
Just War fights out of obedience to the state, which is never
incontestable. Holy war fights offensive wars of conquest;
Just  War  fights  defensive  wars,  generally  responding  to
provocation. Holy war battles for God to enforce belief and
compel submission. Just War defends humanity in protecting
civil society, which despite its transitory and mundane role
in the eternal scheme of things plays an essential part in
preserving humanity from barbarism and allows for everything
else in history to exist.

Why Go to War?
Just War thinking uses two major categories to measure the
legitimacy of war. The first is called jus ad bellum [Latin
for “justice to war”]: the proper recourse to war or judging
the  reasons  for  war.  This  category  asks  questions  to  be
answered before going to war. It has three major criteria:
just authority, just cause, and just intent.

Just authority serves as the presupposition for the rest of
the  criteria.  It  requires  that  only  recognized  state
authorities use force to punish evil (Rom. 13:4; 1 Pet. 2).
Just War thinking does not validate individual actions against
opponents, which would be terrorism, nor does it allow for
paramilitary groups to take matters in their own hands. Just
authority requires a formal declaration. War must be declared
by a legitimate governmental authority. In the USA, Congress



holds  the  right  of  formal  declaration,  but  the  President
executes  the  war.  Congressional  authorization  in  the  last
sixty years has substituted for formal declaration.

Just cause is the most difficult standard to determine in a
pluralistic  society.  Whose  justice  do  we  serve?  Just  War
asserts the notion of comparative or limited justice. No one
party has claim to absolute justice; there exists either more
or less just cause on each side. Therefore, Just War thinking
maintains  the  right  to  dissent.  Those  who  believe  a  war
immoral  must  not  be  compelled  against  their  wills  to
participate.  Just  War  thinking  recognizes  individual
conscientious  objection.

Just cause breaks down to four other considerations. First, it
requires that the state perform all its duties. Its first duty
requires self-defense and defense of the innocent. A second
duty entails recovery of lost land or property, and the third
is to punish criminals and evil doers.

Second, just cause requires proportionality. This means that
the  positive  results  of  war  must  outweigh  its  probable
destructive  effects.  The  force  applied  should  not  create
greater evil than that resisted.

Third, one judges the probability of success. It asks, is the
war winnable? Some expectation of reasonable success should
exist  before  engaging  in  war.  Open-ended  campaigns  are
suspect. Clear objectives and goals must be outlined from the
beginning. Warfare in the latter twentieth century abandoned
objectives in favor of police action and attrition, which
leads to interminable warfare.

Fourth,  last  resort  means  all  alternative  measures  for
resolving  conflict  must  be  exhausted  before  using  force.
However,  preemptive  strikes  are  justified  if  the  current
climate suggests an imminent attack or invasion. Last resort
does not have to wait for the opponent to draw “first blood.”



Just intent judges the motives and ends of war. It asks, why
go to war? and, what is the end result? Motives must originate
from love or at least some minimum concern for others with the
end result of peace. This rules out all revenge. The goals of
war aim at establishing peace and reconciliation.

The Means of War
The proper conduct in war or judging the means of war is jus
in bello [Latin for “justice in war”], the second category
used  to  measure  conflict.  It  has  two  primary  standards:
proportionality and discrimination.

Proportionality maintains that the employed necessary force
not outweigh its objectives. It measures the means according
to the ends and condemns all overkill. One should not use a
bomb where a bullet will do.

Discrimination  basically  means  non-combatant  immunity.  A
“combatant” is anyone who by reasonable standard is actively
engaged  in  an  attempt  to  destroy  you.  POW’s,  civilians,
chaplains, medics, and children are all non-combatants and
therefore exempt from targeting. Buildings such as hospitals,
museums,  places  of  worship  and  landmarks  share  the  same
status. However, those previously thought to be non-combatants
may forfeit immunity if they participate in fighting. If a
place of worship becomes a stash for weapons and a safe-house
for opponents, it loses its non-combatant status.

A proper understanding of discrimination does not mean that
non-combatants may never be killed, but only that they are
never intentionally targeted. The tragic reality of every war
is that non-combatants will be killed. Discrimination attempts
to  minimize  these  incidents  so  they  become  the  exception
rather than the rule.

Killing  innocent  lives  in  war  may  be  justified  under  the
principle of double effect. This rule allows for the death of



non-combatants if they were unintended and accidental. Their
deaths equal the collateral effects of just intent. Double
effect states that each action has more than one effect, even
though only one effect was intentional, the other accidental.
Self-defense therefore intends to save one’s life or that of
another but has the accidental effect of the death of the
third party.

The double effect principle is the most controversial aspect
of  the  Just  War  criteria  and  will  be  subject  to  abuse.
Therefore,  it  must  adhere  to  its  own  criteria.  Certain
conditions apply before invoking double effect. First, the act
should be good. It should qualify as a legitimate act of war.
Second, a good effect must be intended. Third, the evil effect
cannot act as an end in itself, and must be minimized with
risk  to  the  acting  party.  Lastly,  the  good  effect  always
outweighs the evil effect.

Given the ferocity of war, it is understandable that many will
scoff at the notion of Just War. However, Just War thinking
accepts war and force as part of the human condition (Matt.
24:6)  and  hopes  to  arrive  at  the  goal  of  peace  through
realistic yet morally appropriate methods. It does not promote
war  but  seeks  to  mitigate  its  dreadful  effects.  Just  War
thinking morally informs Western culture to limit its acts of
war and not to exploit its full technological capability,
which could only result in genocide and total war.
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Islam and Terrorism
Kerby  Anderson  provides  various  perspectives  on  the  link
between  Islam  and  terrorism,  including  how  Americans  and
Christians can think about its encroachment on our culture.

Clash of Civilizations
In this article we will be looking at Islam and
terrorism. Before we look at the rise of Muslim
terrorism in our world, we need to understand the
worldview  conflict  between  Islam  and  western
values. The Muslim religion is a seventh-century
religion. Think about that statement for a moment. Most people
would  not  consider  Christianity  a  first  century  religion.
While it began in the first century, it has taken the timeless
message of the Bible and communicated it in contemporary ways.

In many ways, Islam is still stuck in the century in which it
developed. One of the great questions is whether it will adapt
to the modern world. The rise of Muslim terrorism and the
desire  to  implement  sharia  law  illustrate  this  clash  of
civilizations.

In the summer of 1993, Samuel Huntington published an article
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entitled “The Clash of Civilizations?” in the journal Foreign
Affairs.{1} Three years later Samuel Huntington published a
book using a similar title: The Clash of Civilizations and the
Remaking of World Order. It became a bestseller, once again
stirring controversy. It seems worthy to revisit his comments
and predictions because they have turned out to be remarkably
accurate.

His thesis was fairly simple. World history will be marked by
conflicts  between  three  principal  groups:  western
universalism,  Muslim  militancy,  and  Chinese  assertion.

Huntington  says  that  in  the  post-Cold  War  world,  “Global
politics  has  become  multipolar  and  multicivilizational.”{2}
During  most  of  human  history,  major  civilizations  were
separated from one another and contact was intermittent or
nonexistent. Then for over 400 years, the nation states of the
West (Britain, France, Spain, Austria, Prussia,  Germany, and
the  United  States)  constituted  a  multipolar  international
system that interacted, competed, and fought wars with each
other. During that same period of time, these nations also
expanded,  conquered,  and  colonized  nearly  every  other
civilization.

During the Cold War, global politics became bipolar, and the
world was divided into three parts. Western democracies led by
the United States engaged in ideological, political, economic,
and even military competition with communist countries led by
the Soviet Union. Much of this conflict occurred in the Third
World  outside  these  two  camps  and  was  composed  mostly  of
nonaligned nations.

Huntington  argued  that  in  the  post-Cold  War  world,  the
principal actors are still the nation states, but they are
influenced by more than just power and wealth. Other factors
like cultural preferences, commonalities, and differences are
also influential. The most important groupings are not the
three  blocs  of  the  Cold  War,  but  rather  the  major  world



civilizations. Most significant in discussion in this article
is  the  conflict  between  the  Western  world  and  Muslim
militancy.

Other Perspectives on Radical Islam
In the previous section, we talked about the thesis by Samuel
Huntington that this is a clash of civilizations.

Bernard Lewis sees this conflict as a phase that Islam is
currently  experiencing  in  which  many  Muslim  leaders  are
attempting to resist the influences of the modern world (and
in particular the Western world) on their communities and
countries. This is what he had to say about Islam and the
modern world:

Islam has brought comfort and peace of mind to countless
millions  of  men  and  women.  It  has  given  dignity  and
meaning to drab and impoverished lives. It has taught
people  of  different  races  to  live  in  brotherhood  and
people  of  different  creeds  to  live  side  by  side  in
reasonable tolerance. It inspired a great civilization in
which others besides Muslims lived creative and useful
lives and which, by its achievement, enriched the whole
world. But Islam, like other religions, has also known
periods when it inspired in some of its followers a mood
of hatred and violence. It is our misfortune that part,
though by no means all or even most, of the Muslim world
is now going through such a period, and that much, though
again not all, of that hatred is directed against us.{3}

This does not mean that all Muslims want to engage in jihad
warfare against America and the West. But it does mean that
there is a growing clash of civilizations.

William Tucker believes that the actual conflict results from
what he calls the Muslim intelligensia. He says “that we are
not facing a clash of civilizations so much as a conflict with



an educated segment of a civilization that produces some very
weird, sexually disoriented men. Poverty has nothing to do
with it. It is stunning to meet the al Qaeda roster—one highly
accomplished scholar after another with advanced degrees in
chemistry, biology, medicine, engineering, a large percentage
of them educated in the United States.”{4}

His analysis is contrary to the many statements that have been
made in the past that poverty breeds terrorism. While it is
certainly  true  that  many  recruits  for  jihad  come  from
impoverished situations, it is also true that the leadership
comes  from  those  who  are  well-educated  and  highly
accomplished.

Tucker therefore concludes that we are effectively at war with
a  Muslim  intelligentsia.  These  are  essentially  “the  same
people who brought us the horrors of the French Revolution and
20th century Communism. With their obsession for moral purity
and their rational hatred that goes beyond all irrationality,
these warrior-intellectuals are wreaking the same havoc in the
Middle East as they did in Jacobin France and Mao Tse-tung’s
China.”{5}

Threat from Radical Islam
It is hard to estimate the extent of the threat of radical
Islam,  but  there  are  some  commentators  who  have  tried  to
provide  a  reasonable  estimate.  Dennis  Prager  provides  an
overview of the extent of the threat:

Anyone else sees the contemporary reality—the genocidal
Islamic regime in Sudan; the widespread Muslim theological
and emotional support for the killing of a Muslim who
converts to another religion; the absence of freedom in
Muslim-majority  countries;  the  widespread  support  for
Palestinians who randomly murder Israelis; the primitive
state in which women are kept in many Muslim countries;



the celebration of death; the honor killings of daughters,
and so much else that is terrible in significant parts of
the  Muslim  world—knows  that  civilized  humanity  has  a
newevil to fight.{6}

He argues that just as previous generations had to fight the
Nazis and the communists, so this generation has to confront
militant Islam. But he also notes something is dramatically
different about the present Muslim threat. He says:

Far fewer people believed in Nazism or in communism than
believe  in  Islam  generally  or  in  authoritarian  Islam
specifically. There are one billion Muslims in the world.
If just 10 percent believe in the Islam of Hamas, the
Taliban, the Sudanese regime, Saudi Arabia, Wahhabism, bin
Laden, Islamic Jihad, the Finley Park Mosque in London or
Hizbollah—and it is inconceivable that only one of 10
Muslims  supports  any  of  these  groups’  ideologies—that
means a true believing enemy of at least 100 million
people.{7}

This  very  large  number  of  people  who  wish  to  destroy
civilization poses a threat that is unprecedented. Never has
civilization had to confront such large numbers of those would
wish to destroy civilization.

So, what is the threat in the United States? Let’s take one
number and one percentage for an estimate. There are about 4
million Muslim-Americans in the U.S., and we are often told
that nearly all are law-abiding citizens. So let’s assume that
percentage is even as high as 99 percent. That still leaves
one percent who believe in jihad and could pose a threat to
America. Multiply one percent by 4 million and you get a
number of 40,000 individuals that Homeland Security needs to
try to monitor. Even if you use a percentage of one-tenth of
one percent, you still get about 4,000 potential terrorists in
America.



That is why it is important to understand the potential threat
we face from radical Islam.

Islamic Tipping Point
When the Muslim population increases in a country, there are
certain  social  changes  that  have  been  documented.  Peter
Hammond deals with this in his book, Slavery, Terrorism, &
Islam. Most people have never read the book, but many have
seen an email on one of the most quoted parts of the book.{8}

He  argued  that  when  the  Muslim  population  is  under  five
percent, the primary activity is proselytizing, usually from
ethnic minorities and the disaffected. By the time the Muslim
population reaches five percent or more, it begins to exert
its influence and start pushing for Sharia law.

Peter  Hammond  sees  a  significant  change  when  a  Muslim
population  reaches  ten  percent  (found  in  many  European
countries). At that point, he says you begin to see increased
levels of violence and lawlessness. You also begin to hear
statements of identity and the filing of various grievances.

At  twenty  to  thirty  percent,  there  are  examples  of  hair-
trigger rioting and jihad militias. In some countries, you
even have church bombings. By forty percent to fifty percent,
nations  like  Bosnia  and  Lebanon  experience  widespread
massacres and ongoing militia warfare. When at least half the
population is Muslim, you begin to see the country persecute
infidels and apostates and Sharia law is implemented over all
of its citizens.

After eighty percent, you see countries like Iran, Syria, and
Nigeria engage in persecution and intimidation as a daily part
of life. Sometimes state-run genocide develops in an attempt
to purge the country of all infidels. The final goal is “Dar-
es-Salaam” (the Islamic House of Peace).



Peter Hammond would probably be the first to say that these
are generalizations and there are certainly exceptions to the
rule.  But  the  general  trends  have  been  validated  through
history. When the Muslim population is small, it leaders focus
on winning converts and working to gain sympathy for Sharia
law. But then their numbers increase, the radical Muslims
leaders takeover and the Islamic domination begins.

In this article we have been looking at the
challenge of Islam when it comes to jihad and
terrorist activity. I document all of this in
my  new  book,  Understanding  Islam  and
Terrorism. The book not only deals with the
threat of terrorism but also takes time to
explain the theology behind Islam with helpful
suggestions on how to witness to your Muslim
friends. You can find more information about
my book on the Probe Ministries website.

Sharia Law and Radical Islam
A foundational practice of Islam is the implementation of
Sharia into the legal structure. Sharia is a system of divine
law,  belief,  or  practice  that  is  based  upon  Muslim  legal
interpretation.  It  applies  to  economics,  politics,  and
society.

Sometimes the world has been able to see how extreme the
interpretation of Sharia can be. Muslims have been put to
death  when  they  have  been  accused  of  adultery  or
homosexuality. They have been put to death for leaving the
religion of Islam. And these are not isolated examples.

Sharia law is very different in many respects from the laws
established  through  the  U.S.  Constitution  and  the  laws
established  through  English  Common  law.  In  an  attempt  to
prevent Sharia law from being implemented in America, a number
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of state legislatures have such bans on Sharia law. Voters in
other states have approved a ban that has been struck down by
a federal appeals court.

Although  opponents  argue  that  these  Sharia  law  bans  are
unnecessary, various studies have found significant cases of
Sharia law being allowed in U.S. courts. One report with the
title, “Sharia Law and the American State Courts”{9} found 50
significant cases of Sharia law in U.S. courts just from their
small sample of appellate published cases. When they looked at
state courts, they found an additional 15 cases in the trial
courts and 12 more in the appellate courts. Judges are making
decisions deferring to Sharia law even when those decisions
conflict with the U.S. Constitution and the various state
constitutions.

How should we respond to the increased use of Sharia law in
America?  One  simple  way  to  explain  your  concern  to
legislators, family, friends, and neighbors is to remember the
numbers  1-8-14.  These  three  numbers  stand  for  the  three
amendments to the U.S. Constitution that prevent the use of
Sharia law.

The First Amendment says that there should be no establishment
of  religion.  Sharia  law  is  based  on  one  religion’s
interpretation of rights. The First Amendment prohibits the
establishment of any national religion (including Islam).

The Eighth Amendment prohibits “cruel and unusual punishment.”
Most Americans would consider the penalties handed down under
Sharia law to be cruel and unusual.

The  Fourteenth  Amendment  guarantees  each  citizen  equal
protection under the Constitution. Sharia law does not treat
men and women equally, nor does it treat Muslims and non-
Muslims equally. This also violates the Constitution.

These are just a few ways to argue against Sharia law. As
Christians, we need discernment to understand the religion of



Islam, and boldness to address the topic of radical Islam with
biblical convictions.
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Answering the New Atheists –
A  Christian  Addresses  Their
Arguments
Kerby Anderson counters the claim by popular new atheists that
Christianity (along with other religions) is blind, irrational
and without any evidence. Kerby demonstrates that contrary to
the atheists’ claims God is not an invention of mankind, that
faith is not dangerous, and that science and Christianity
support one another. From a Christian point of view, the new
atheists are bringing out tired old arguments that don’t stand
up to rational scrutiny.

Is Faith Irrational?
Many of the best selling books over the last few years have
been written by the New Atheists. I’d like to consider some of
the criticisms brought by these individuals and provide brief
answers. You may never meet one of these authors, but you are
quite likely to encounter these arguments as you talk with
people who are skeptical about Christianity.

For our discussion, we will be using the general outline of
the  book  Is  God  Just  a  Human  Invention?  written  by  Sean
McDowell and Jonathan Morrow.{1} I would encourage you to read
the  book  for  a  fuller  discussion  not  only  of  the  topics
considered here but of many others as well.

You  cannot  read  a  book  by  the  New  Atheists  without
encountering their claim that religion is blind, irrational,
and without any evidence. Richard Dawkins makes his feelings
known by the title of one of his books: The God Delusion.

Why does he say that? He says religions are not evidentially
based:  “In  all  areas  except  religion,  we  believe  what  we
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believe as a result of evidence.”{2} In other words, religious
faith is a blind faith not based upon evidence like other
academic  disciplines.  So  he  concludes  that  religion  is  a
“nonsensical enterprise” that “poisons everything.”{3}

Each of the New Atheists makes a similar statement. Dawkins
states that faith is a delusion, a “persistent false belief
held in the face of strong contradictory evidence.”{4} Daniel
Dennett claims Christians are addicted to blind faith.{5} And
Sam Harris argues that “Faith is generally nothing more than
the permission religious people give one another to believe
things without evidence.”{6}

Is  this  true?  Do  religious  people  have  a  blind  faith?
Certainly some religious people exercise blind faith. But is
this true of all religions, including Christianity? Of course
not. The enormous number of Christian books on topics ranging
from apologetics to theology demonstrate that the Christian
faith is based upon evidence.

But we might turn the question around on the New Atheists. You
say that religious faith is not based upon evidence. What is
your evidence for that broad, sweeping statement? Where is the
evidence for your belief that faith is blind?

Orthodox Christianity has always emphasized that faith and
reason go together. Biblical faith is based upon historical
evidence. It is not belief in spite of the evidence, but it is
belief because of the evidence.

The  Bible,  for  example,  says  that  Jesus  appeared  to  the
disciples and provided “many convincing proofs, appearing to
them over a period of forty days and speaking of the things
concerning the kingdom of God” (Acts 1:3).

Peter  appealed  to  evidence  and  to  eyewitnesses  when  he
preached about Jesus as “a man attested to you by God with
mighty works and wonders and signs that God did through him in
your midst, as you yourselves know” (Acts 2:22).



The Christian faith is not a blind faith. It is a faith based
upon evidence. In fact, some authors contend that it takes
more faith to be an atheist than to believe in God.{7}

Is God a Human Invention?
Human beings are religious. We are not only talking about
people in the past who believe in God. Billions of people
today  believe  in  God.  Why?  The  New  Atheists  have  a  few
explanations for why people believe in God even though they
say God does not exist.

One explanation that goes all the way back to Sigmund Freud is
projection. He wrote that religious beliefs are “illusions,
fulfillments of the oldest, strongest, and most urgent wishes
of mankind.”{8} In other words, we project the existence of
God based on a human need. It is wish fulfillment. We wish
there would be a God, so we assume that he exists.

As Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow point out in their book,
there are five good reasons to reject this idea. One objection
is that Freud’s argument begs the question. In other words, it
assumes that there is no God and then merely tries to find an
explanation for why someone would believe in God anyway.

The projection theory can also cut both ways. If you argue
that humans created God out of a need for security, then you
could also just as easily argue that atheists believe there is
no God because they want to be free and unencumbered by a
Creator who might make moral demands on them.

Perhaps the reasons humans have a desire for the divine is
because  that  is  the  only  thing  that  will  satisfy  their
spiritual hunger. C.S. Lewis argued that “Creatures are not
born  with  desires  unless  satisfaction  for  those  desires
exists. A baby feels hunger: well, there is such a thing as
food. A duckling wants to swim: well, there is such a thing as
water. Men feel sexual desires: well, there is such a thing as



sex. If I find in myself a desire, which no experience in this
world can satisfy, the most probable explanation is that I was
made for another world. Probably earthly pleasures were never
made to satisfy it, but only arouse it, to suggest the real
thing.”{9}

Some atheists suggest that perhaps we are genetically wired to
believe in God. One example would be the book by Dean Hamer
entitled The God Gene: How Faith is Hardwired into Our Genes.
It is worth noting that even the author thought the title was
overstated and at least admitted that there “probably is no
single  gene.”{10}  Since  the  publication  of  the  book,  its
conclusions have been shown to be exaggerated. Francis Collins
served as the director of the Human Genome Project and has
plainly stated that there is no gene for spirituality.

Richard  Dawkins  believes  that  religious  ideas  might  have
survived  natural  selection  as  “units  of  cultural
inheritance.”{11} He calls these genetic replicators memes.
Although  he  has  coined  the  term,  he  is  also  quick  to
acknowledge that we don’t know what memes are or where they
might reside.

One critic said that “Memetics is no more than a cumbersome
terminology for saying what everybody knows and that can be
more usefully said in the dull terminology of information
transfer.”{12} Alister McGrath perceives a flaw: “Since the
meme is not warranted scientifically, we are to conclude that
there is a meme for belief in memes? The meme concept then
dies the slow death of self-referentiality, in that, if taken
seriously,  the  idea  explains  itself  as  much  as  anything
else.”{13}

There is another explanation that we can find in the Bible.
Why  do  most  people  believe  in  a  God?  The  writer  of
Ecclesiastes  (3:11)  observes  that  it  is  God  who  has  “set
eternity in the hearts of men.”



Is Religion Dangerous?
The New Atheists contend that religion is not just false; it’s
also dangerous. Sam Harris believes it should be treated like
slavery  and  eradicated.{14}  Christopher  Hitchens  wants  to
rally his fellow atheists against religion: “It has become
necessary to know the enemy, and to prepare to fight it.”{15}
Richard Dawkins is even more specific: “I am attacking God,
all gods, anything and everything supernatural, wherever and
whenever they have been invented.”{16}

Much  of  the  criticism  against  religion  revolves  around
violence. We do live in a violent world, and religion has
often been the reason (or at least the justification) for
violent acts. But the New Atheists are kidding themselves if
they think that a world without religion would usher in a
utopia  where  there  is  no  longer  violence,  oppression,  or
injustice.

Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow point out in their book on
the New Atheists that details matter when you are examining
religion. Injustices by the Taliban in Afghanistan ought not
to be used as part of the cumulative cases against religion in
general or Christianity in particular. The fact that there are
Muslim terrorists in the world today does not mean that all
Muslims are dangerous. And it certainly doesn’t mean that
Christianity is dangerous.

Alister  McGrath  reminds  us  that  “all  ideals—divine,
transcendent, human or invented—are capable of being abused.
That’s just the way human nature is. And that happens to
religion as well. Belief in God can be abused, and we need to
be very clear, in the first place, that abuse happens, and in
the second, that we need to confront and oppose this. But
abuse of an ideal does not negate its validity.”{17}

Religion is not the problem. People are the problem because
they are sinful and live in a fallen world. Keith Ward puts



this in perspective:

No one would deny that there have been religious wars in
human  history.  Catholics  have  fought  Protestants,  Sunni
Muslims have fought Shi’a Muslims, and Hindus have fought
Muslims. However, no one who has studied history could deny
that most wars in human history have not been religious. And
in the case of those that have been religious, the religious
component  has  usually  been  associated  with  some  non-
religious, social, ethnic, or political component that has
exerted a powerful influence on the conflicts.{18}

The New Atheists, however, still want to contend that religion
is dangerous while refusing to accept that atheism has been a
major reason for death and destruction. If you were to merely
look  at  body  count,  the  three  atheistic  regimes  of  the
twentieth century (Hitler in Nazi Germany, Stalin in Russia,
and Mao in China) are responsible for more than 100 million
deaths.

Dinesh D’Souza explains that “Religion-inspired killing simply
cannot  compete  with  the  murders  perpetrated  by  atheist
regimes.” Even when you take into account the differences in
the world’s population, he concludes that “death caused by
Christian rulers over a five-hundred-year period amounts to
only 1 percent of the deaths caused by Stalin, Hitler, and Mao
in the space of a few decades.”{19}

Religion  is  not  the  problem;  people  are  the  problem.  And
removing religion and God from a society doesn’t make it less
dangerous. The greatest death toll in history took place in
the last century in atheistic societies.

Is the Universe Just Right for Life?
The New Atheists argue that even though the universe looks
like  it  was  designed,  the  laws  of  science  can  explain



everything in the universe without God. Richard Dawkins, for
example, says that “A universe with a creative superintendent
would  be  a  very  different  kind  of  universe  from  one
without.”{20}

Scientists have been struck by how the laws that govern the
universe  are  delicately  balanced.  One  scientist  used  the
analogy of a room full of dials (each representing a different
physical constant). All of the dials are set perfectly. Move
any dial to the left or to the right and you no longer have
the universe. Some scientists have even called the universe a
“Goldilocks universe” because all of the physical constants
are “just right.”

British  astronomer  Fred  Hoyle  remarked,  “A  commonsense
interpretation of the facts suggests that a super intellect
has monkeyed with physics, as well as chemistry and biology,
and that there are no blind forces worth speaking about in
nature.”{21}

McDowell and Morrow provide a number of examples of the fine
tuning of the universe. First is the expansion rate of the
universe. “If the balance between gravity and the expansion
rate  were  altered  by  one  part  in  one  million,  billion,
billion, billion, billion, billion, billion, there would be no
galaxies, stars, planets, or life.”{22} Second is the fine
tuning  of  ratio  of  the  electromagnetic  force  to  the
gravitational force. That must be balanced to one part in 10

to the 40th power. That is 1 with 40 zeroes following it.

Scientists also realize that planet Earth has extremely rare
conditions that allow it to support life at a time when most
of the universe is uninhabitable. Consider just these six
conditions: (1) Life must be in the right type of galaxy, (2)
life must be in the right location in the galaxy, (3) life
must have the right type of star, (4) life must have the right
relationship to the host star, (5) life needs surrounding
planets for protection, and (6) life requires the right type



of moon.{23}

Scientists (including the New Atheists) are aware of the many
fine tuned aspects of the universe. They respond by pointing
out that since we could only exist in a fine-tuned universe,
we shouldn’t be surprised that it is fine tuned. But merely
claiming that we could not observe ourselves except in such a
universe doesn’t really answer the question why we are in one
in the first place.

Richard Dawkins admits that there is presently no naturalistic
explanation  for  the  find-tuning  of  the  universe.<a
href=”#text24>{24} But he is quick to add that doesn’t argue
for the existence of God. And that is certainly true. We know
about  God  and  His  character  from  revelation,  not  from
scientific observation and experimentation. But we do see the
evidence that the design of the universe implies a Designer.

Are Science and Christianity in Conflict?
The New Atheists believe that science and Christianity are in
conflict  with  one  another.  They  trust  science  and  the
scientific method, and therefore reject religion in general
and Christianity in particular.

Sam Harris says, “The conflict between religion and science is
unavoidable. The success of science often comes at the expense
of religious dogma; the maintenance of religious dogma always
comes at the expense of science.”{25}

Richard  Dawkins  believes  religion  is  anti-intellectual.  He
says: “I am hostile to fundamentalist religion because it
actively  debauches  the  scientific  enterprise  .  .  .  .  It
subverts science and saps the intellect.”{26}

Are  science  and  Christianity  at  odds  with  one  another?
Certainly there have been times in the past when that has been
the case. But to only focus on those conflicts is to miss the



larger point that modern science grew out of a Christian world
view. In a previous radio program based upon the book Origin
Science by Dr. Norman Geisler and me, I explain Christianity’s
contribution to the rise of modern science.{27}

Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow also point out in their book
that most scientific pioneers were theists. This includes such
notable as Nicolas Copernicus, Robert Boyle, Isaac Newton,
Blaise Pascal, Johannes Kepler, Louis Pasteur, Francis Bacon,
and Max Planck. Many of these men actually pursued science
because of their belief in the Christian God.

Alister McGrath challenges this idea that science and religion
are in conflict with one another. He says, “Once upon a time,
back in the second half of the nineteenth century, it was
certainly possible to believe that science and religion were
permanently at war. . . . This is now seen as a hopelessly
outmoded historical stereotype that scholarship has totally
discredited.”{28}

The New Atheists believe they have an answer to this argument.
Christopher Hitchens discounts the religious convictions of
their scientific pioneers. He argues that belief in God was
the  only  option  for  a  scientist  at  the  time.{29}  But  if
religious  believers  get  no  credit  for  the  positive
contributions  to  science  (e.g.,  developing  modern  science)
because  “everyone  was  religious,”  then  why  should  their
negative  actions  (e.g.,  atrocities  done  in  the  name  of
religion)  discredit  them?  It  is  a  double  standard.  The
argument actually ignores how a biblical worldview shaped the
scientific enterprise.{30}

The arguments of the New Atheists may sound convincing, but
once you strip away the hyperbole and false charges, there
isn’t much left.

If you would like to know how to answer the arguments of the
New  Atheists,  I  suggest  you  visit  the  Probe  Web  page  at

https://www.probe.org/origin-science/


www.probe.org and also consider getting a copy of the book by
Sean McDowell and Jonathan Morrow. You will be able to answer
the objections of atheists and be better equipped to defend
your faith.
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Islam  Day  in  Hawaii  –
Misinterpreting Tolerance

May 20, 2009

On May 6, 2009, the Hawaii State Senate overwhelmingly passed
a bill by a 22-3 vote to recognize September 24th, 2009 as
Islam Day. The reason for this bill was to recognize "the rich
religious,  scientific,  cultural  and  artistic  contributions
that Islam and the Islamic world have made. It does not call
for any spending or organized celebration of Islam Day.”{1}

Democrat Senator Will Espero presented his reason for this
bill stating, "We are a state of tolerance. We understand that
people have different beliefs. We may not all agree on every
single item and issue out there, but to say and highlight the
negativity of the Islamic people is an insult to the majority
of  believers  who  are  good  law-abiding  citizens  of  the
world."{2}

Two  Republican  senators  opposed  the  bill,  stating  their
reasons.  Republican  Senator  Fred  Hemmings  said,  "I  recall
radical Islamists around the world cheering the horrors of
9/11. That is the day all civilized people of all religions
should remember.”{3} Republican Senator Sam Slom stated, "I
don’t think there’s any country in the history of the world
that has been more tolerant than the United States of America,
and because of that tolerance, we’ve looked the other way a
lot of times, and many thousands of our citizens have been
killed by terrorists.”{4}
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How should we approach this issue as believers in Christ? I
believe  there  are  two  points  we  should  be  very  concerned
about. First, I agree with Sen. Will Espero that the majority
of Muslims are peaceful, law-abiding citizens. However, I do
not believe Islam is a religion of tolerance and peace. The
teachings of Islam’s sacred works and its history reveal this
to be the
case.

Throughout the Qur’an Muslims are commanded to spread Islam
through the use of force. When Muhammad first began preaching
his message, he did teach tolerance of Jews and Christians as
he attempted to win converts from these religions. Sura 2:256
teaches  that  there  is  to  be  “no  compulsion  in
religion.” However, as he grew in power and the Jews and
Christians rejected his message, these commands were later
abrogated by later commands to fight against unbelievers in
holy war.

Sura 9:5 teaches, “But when the forbidden months are past,
then fight and slay the pagans wherever you find them, and
seize them, beleaguer them, and lie in wait for them in every
stratagem (of war); but if they repent, and establish regular
prayers and practice regular charity, then open the way for
them, for Allah is oft-forgiving, most merciful.”

Sura 9:29 states, “Fight against those who believe not in
Allah, nor in the last day, nor forbid that which has been
forbidden by Allah and His messenger and those who acknowledge
not the religion of truth among the people of the Scripture
(Jews and Christians), until they pay the Jizyah (tax) with
willing submission and feel themselves subdued.”

The Qur’an teaches holy war against unbelievers. Muhammad also
represents the perfect model for Muslims to copy. Muslims are
called to imitate him in all aspects of life. Islamic scholar
John Esposito writes,



“Muslims look to Muhammad’s example for guidance in all
aspects of life: how to treat friends as well as enemies,
what to eat and drink, how to make love and war . . . . His
impact on Muslim life cannot be overestimated, since he
served  as  both  religious  and  political  head  of  Medina:
prophet of God, ruler, military commander, chief judge,
lawgiver . . . . Traditions of the Prophet provide guidance
for personal hygiene, dress, eating, marriage, treatment of
wives, diplomacy, and warfare.”{5}

What kind of leader and model was Muhammad? He was a warrior.
The history of Islam records his raids on caravans, battles,
and the merciless killing of those who disagreed with him. The
first  biography  of  Muhammad  states  he  fought  twenty-seven
battles  in  which  thousands  were  killed.{6}  His  successors
followed  in  his  footsteps,  spreading  Islam  through  jihad
attacking the countries of Africa, Asia, and Europe. Many of
these  countries  posed  no  threat  to  Muslims  nor  were  they
aggressive  towards  Islam.  For  example,  Egypt  was  not
aggressive  towards  Islam,  yet  they  were  attacked  and  the
Muslims killed over four million Egyptians. The nations of
Europe posed no threat yet Islam invaded Europe and nearly
conquered Europe until Charles Martel repulsed them in 732
A.D.

Most Muslims are peaceful but the religion of Islam is not a
religion  of  tolerance  and  peace.  In  reading  some  of  the
authoritative  sources  of  Islam,  the  Qur’an,  the  Hadith
(sayings and actions of Muhammad), and the earliest biography
of  Muhammad,  one  will  soon  realize  this  to  be  the  case.
Therefore,  it  is  dangerous  to  tolerate  a  religion  that
promotes intolerance and the use of force on unbelievers.
Observe the history of Islam when they became the majority and
instilled  Sharia  Law  in  a  country.  Once  Sharia  Law  is
instituted, they do not tolerate other faiths. In passing this
bill, the leaders of Hawaii send the unbalanced message that
we will honor this religion and its values, yet ignore the



dangers it poses. I believe the leaders of Hawaii do not know
what this religion teaches, and its history. It is dangerous
then to honor a religion that poses such a threat to our
nation and civilization.

Second, there is a misunderstanding of tolerance. Senators
state tolerance as a reason to honor Islam. However, true
tolerance has moral guidelines and limits. A tolerant society
should not tolerate pedophiles or the abuse of women or racial
discrimination.  Tolerance  does  not  mean  all  religions  and
values are equal and true, and therefore should be allowed to
permeate a culture. However, this appears to be the definition
the leaders of Hawaii are going by. True tolerance has its
limits; it does not tolerate all beliefs. Should we tolerate
racism and groups like the KKK that promote this belief? Would
we in the name of tolerance have a KKK day? What about Nazism?
What about the Taliban?

If we are to tolerate all beliefs as equally valid and true
and worthy of recognition, we will end up allowing groups like
these to permeate our culture. Philosopher Karl Popper states,
“If  we  extend  unlimited  tolerance  even  to  those  who  are
intolerant,  if  we  are  not  prepared  to  defend  a  tolerant
society against the onslaught of the intolerant, then the
tolerant  will  be  destroyed,  and  tolerance  with  them.”{7}
Unlimited tolerance with no moral guidelines will eventually
lead to the downfall of our civilization as we allow false
ideologies to destroy the moral foundations of our nation.

I ask the leaders of Hawaii to study the religion of Islam and
its history from its beginning to what is occurring now in
Europe. I believe Islam represents one of the great threats to
western civilization and if we do not stand against its ideas,
we may soon succumb to its tyranny.

For more information please see


